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9:00 a.m. Grower Innovation Panel: Tree Fruit Pruning 

Jim Bardenhagen, Michigan State University  

Paul Friday

Jim Thompson  

Dick Ledebuhr, Michigan State University

9:30 a.m. Thinning Approaches from Washington State 

Jim McFerson, Washington Tree Fruit Commission

10:00 a.m. New Approaches to Apple Insect Control 

Larry Gut, Michigan State University

10:30 a.m. Using Tissue and Fruitlet Analysis to Monitor Apple Nutrition 

Greg Patterson, A & L Canada Laboratories
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APPLE SAMPLING PROGRAM

This program is designed to monitor the fruit crops performance during the season with an 
emphasis on improving and maintaining the quality and storage capabilities of the fruit.  The 
information that is available at the present time has been developed by A & L in cooperation 
with growers in Ontario.  A&L Canada has been involved in a monitoring and research
program since 1987 on apples, peaches, and cherries and has developed optimum ranges that 
give us information on the nutritional status of the fruit tree and the storage quality of the 
finished product.

The procedure for sampling is as follows.
“It is important that you do not mix the varieties or varieties from different 
soil types.”

Full Season Sampling Program

1st TEST (Leaf)
During early stages as soon as you can get a fully developed leaf off the new wood 

growth.

2nd TEST (Fruitlet)
When fruit has reached about one inch in diameter, we require a fruit analysis.

3rd TEST (Leaf)
This test is optional.  If the grower has taken samples at this time in past seasons to 
determine nutritional status the test can be used as a reference.  The tree is under too 
much stress at this time and this sample does not give true indication of the orchards 
nutritional status.  A better test is diagnostic comparative sampling (good areas versus 
bad) can be conducted to determine the origin of problems.

4th TEST (Fruit)
Two weeks before harvest we will require a fruit sample to give us the information on 
storage quality and information on modifications to next season fertility program.
This sample will also give us information on pre-harvest drop information so that we 
can schedule picking.

SOIL TEST
Each block should have an annual soil test done in the early fall to plant for the 
following spring program.

Soil types should be kept separate and not mixed.  Mixing soils will give you a poor 
interpretation of the soils nutrient condition and may mask problem areas.

Once you have developed a sample map the different varieties should be marked using 
any acetate over the soil types for record and planning your tissue-sampling program.
Tissue samples should not be taken from different soil types.
The use of site specific and GPS technology will make mapping the orchard much 
easier.
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FRUIT ANALYSIS

SAMPLING PROCEDURE
The reliability of recommendations from analysis, depends on first taking a good sample.

Do “not” mix different soil types (sands with clay, slopes with valleys).

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Fields up to 15 acres can be sampled as one unit, providing each field is uniform, with regards to soil type, 
past cropping, lime and fertilizer usage.

Large fields, and fields which are not uniform, should be sub-divided and each part sampled separately

DO NOT MIX VARIETIES.

ORCHARD SAMPLING

Divide orchard into blocks based on soil types or differences and varieties.  Draw a map of the different soil 
types and then using an overlay, map out the varieties to select blocks of similar varieties and soil types.

Sample selected trees at random avoiding any areas or trees that are not representative of the field as a whole such as 
hedges, fencerows, footpaths etc.

Trees sampled should be identified in each block and chosen as  sample group from soil samples so that data from 
fruit and tissue will correlate.

DO NOT MIX VARIETIES

FRUITLET AND FRUIT ANALYSIS

These services apply to apples. In relation to storage quality potential and the need for seasonal Nitrogen, 
Calcium and Phosphorus sprays.  Special arrangements should be made for sampling and collection.

FRUITLET SAMPLES

Sampling time is important.  Send fruitlets as early as possible, but not so early to be too small.  Fruitlets 
should ideally be about 1” in diameter.  Select randomly 20-30 trees within the block.  Select one of the 
same sizes from each tree sampled.  If the first fruitlet is taken from the north side of a tree, choose the next 
fruitlet from the east, then south and so on.  Identify sample with field number and crop type.

FRUIT ANALYSIS

Samples should be taken within 2 weeks before harvest.  Parts of orchards that are known to produce fruit 
of different storage quality should be sampled separately.  Select 20-30 trees along the sampling path.  Take 
on undamaged average size apple from each tree.  If the first apple is taken from east, then from the south, 
and so on.  Send 20 apples.  Mark the samples as to field, block, and variety.



FRUIT ANALYSIS

WHAT WILL FRUIT ANALYSIS TELL ME?

This mineral composition of fruit is one of the major factors related to the occurrence of storage disorders.
Fruit Analysis is a tool that can be used to diagnose and predict the likelihood of problems occurring in stored 
fruit and also allows fruit from different orchards to be ranked in terms of its storability.  Fruit, which is prone 
to storage disorders, is best to be marketed early and not stored, saving quality and value.

An early Season Fruitlet Analysis and Tissue Analysis will also give early indications of potential nutrient 
imbalances in fruit at harvest allowing the grower to make informed management decisions.  Remedial 
treatments also can be planned to reduce as much loss as possible.

MINERAL COMPOSITION OF FRUIT

NITROGEN (N)
It is important to have good “N” tissue levels early in the season in order to maintain adequate levels later on 
when it is most critical.  Excess “N” on the other hand promotes lush growth, and poor fruit quality.
Susceptibility to rotting, loss of firmness, poor skin finish and poor colour are increased as fruit nitrogen 
content increases.  Adequate nitrogen levels are required for good bud set for next seasons fruit but this must 
be offset against the risk of reduced fruit firmness particularly if calcium is low.  The N/Ca ratio probably 
should not exceed 12 for quality.  Low nitrogen content in the fruit also reduces flavour in the fruit.

PHOSPHORUS (P)
Adequate levels are necessary to ensure fruit firmness and avoid problems of fruit breakdown e.g. LTB, 
particularly when fruit calcium levels are also low.  Maintaining adequate P levels in season also reduces the 
occurrence of pre-harvest drop in varieties that are prone to this.

POTTASSIUM (K)
The risk of Bitter Pit, Gleosproium rotting and core flush are increased with high fruit potassium levels.  Bitter 
Pit incidence is related to the K + Mg/Ca Ratio.  This high level of potassium is more dangerous when fruit 
calcium levels are low or borderline.   Generally however fruit flavour and acidity increases with increasing 
potassium levels.  This can be advantageous provided fruit calcium levels are adequate.

CALCIUM (Ca)
Adequate levels are necessary to maintain high quality fruit throughout storage.  Calcium deficiency has been 
linked to more post-harvest disorders of apples than any other mineral.  Interpretation of fruit calcium status 
should involve other elements especially Potassium, Phosphorus and Boron.

MAGNESIUM (Mg)
High levels of magnesium increase the susceptibility of the fruit to Bitter Pit, especially where calcium levels 
are marginal.  However low levels of Mg will increase the amount of pre-harvest drop to poor uptake of 
Phosphorus and Boron.
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FRUIT ANALYSIS HARVEST RANGES

RATIOS:

(K+MG) /Ca = 30 Greater than 30 have been linked to internal disorders such as bitter pit.
High Boron and Low Calcium in harvest fruit has been associated with water core and bitter 
pit.

High Potassium and Nitrogen with low Phosphorus and Calcium in harvest fruit analysis has 
been associated with oversized soft fruit.

Good Potassium and Phosphorus levels in harvested fruit associated with colour, flavour, and 
pressure test.

Low Phosphorus, associated with pre-harvest drop, poor colour, and internal breakdown in 
storage.

NUTRIENT RANGE

MISC

VAR.

IDA

RED

RED

DEL.

GOL

DEN

DEL.
SPY MAC’S EMPIRE

N 30-60 30-50 30-50 30-50 30-

50

55-60 30-50 30-50

P 8-12 12 9 10 10 9 8.5 8.5

K 80-150 120 100 100 120 90 100 100

MG 5-10 5 5 6 6 6.5 5 5

CA 4.5-8 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5

B .05-1.0 .20 .20 .29 .29 .20 .30 .29

ZN .10-.30 .19 .18 .16 .17 .16 .16 .16

N/Ca 5:1 5:1 5:1 4.5:1 4.5:1 5:1 5:1 5:1

K/N 2.5 2.7 2.5 3.4 3.4 2.5 3.4 3.4

K/Ca 20 21.8 20 20 20 18 21.8 21.8

K/Mg 25 24 20 20 20 15 24 24

K/P 10 10 11.1 12 12 10 14 14
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1. Sample no.1 P and K level ok but N: Ca ratio is borderline therefore these are good quality internally but are 
questionable on storage life.

2. This sample has very poor P and K levels and the fruit is soft going into storage.  Although the N: Ca ratio is 
good the quality of these apples internally is poor and will only get worse in storage.

3. This sample has a poor P level but a borderline K Level.  N: Ca ratio good and therefore this sample would be a 
better quality apple for storage than NO. 2.  However both samples are questionable.

4. This sample has a poor internal quality as shown by the P and K levels and it also has a poor N: Ca level, which 
would cause this apple to break down in storage.

5. This sample is fair for P and good for K and therefore has a fair to good internal integrity, which indicates that 
flavour and crispness is good.  N: Ca levels are also fair therefore this apple will store fairly well.

Sample
No. N P K Ca Mg B N/Ca

Pressure
Test

1 30 8 102 4 4.2 .2 7.5 19

2 30 4.5 55 6 3.5 .14 5 16

3 25 5 75 5 3.1 .18 5 18

4 40 5.5 60 3.4 2.8 .15 11.7 16.5

5 38 6.5 88 6.2 3.5 .24 6.1 18.6


